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Chapter 1767 
“Archimedes, it’s not good to always be 
overconfident. It’s better to stay humble. Your family 
is not the decision–maker of the 
Central Sacred Continent and you’re not qualified to 
do that,” David said calmly. “Haha! What a joke! 
What a hilarious joke! If I 
can’t be the decision–maker, does it mean you can? 
The ignorant are indeed fearless. David, do you 
know what kind of family 
we are? Do you know us? How dare you talk 
nonsense here,” Archimedes mocked and laughed 
maniacally. 
It seemed that he was trying to vent all of his 
dissatisfaction. 
David was his prey, and he could not run. 
“I don’t! But of course, I have no interest in knowing 
either.” 
“Very good, David. I will soon let you know how 
strong my family is. Let’s skip the nonsense. Do you 
want to surrender, or do you 
want us to take action? You can’t escape today no 
matter what,” Archimedes pointed at David and said. 



He could not wait to take down David. 
“I never wanted to run, but I never wanted to 
surrender either.” 
“Do you want to fight back then? Or do you want to 
buy time and wait for rescue? Listen to me, no one 
can save you today.” 
“Come on then! Let me see what you have to act so 
arrogant in front of me,” David said casually. 
His actions enraged Archimedes a lot. 
From Archimedes‘ point of view, David should not 
have this kind of expression after he chased after 
him with so many 
powerhouses. David should kowtow and apologize. 
Moreover, he should kneel and beg for mercy. 
In the end, who would have expected that David 
would not take him seriously at all? 
How would Archimedes accept this? 
“David, you asked for this. Attack him! Take him 
down! I want him to wish he was dead!” Archimedes 
roared. 
Once he said that, the late Sovereign Ranker beside 
him and the powerhouses behind him charged at 
David after turning into 
flashes of light. 
Meanwhile, David stood his ground, waiting for them 
to approach him. 
Archimedes was still standing on his ground. He 
never intended to take action. 



He was already scared in the tavern. 
That was the first time he had been so close to 
death. 
Archimedes was scared, and he did not dare to 
approach David. He was worried that once he did, 
David would kill him. 
Who was he? 
He was the first–in–line heir of the Lightfoot family, 
so how could he stoop to the same level as David? 
A late Sovereign Ranker was very fast. 
In a blink of an eye, Bernard and the other late 
Sovereign Ranker were in front of David. 
The two acted at the same time and they grabbed 
David on either side. 
When they were about to touch David, David 
disappeared. 
He vanished from where he was standing. 
The two immediately stopped in their tracks and 
looked around curiously. 
‘What happened? 
‘Why is this kid gone?‘ 
The space around them was not moving, so it meant 
David did not escape through a space crack. 
Even if he wanted to do that, he needed to have a 
chance to do so. 
David could not do that under the eyes of two late 
Sovereign Rankers. 
However, he did disappear. 



The powerhouses from behind caught up with them 
at this moment. 
Everyone had curious looks on their faces as they 
looked for traces of David. 
Bernard remembered something and then 
immediately turned his head to look at Master Archi. 
There was only one person there initially, but there 
were two shadows now. 
Bernard’s eyes narrowed. 
‘David!‘ 

   
 


